Take control of your connected devices, and manage your IoT worldwide

Deploy, manage, and monetize your connected devices and Internet of Things (IoT) solutions across the world and in near real-time with AT&T Control Center, powered by Cisco Jasper.

Whether you are deploying your first IoT solution or you are expanding into additional IoT opportunities, the cloud-based AT&T Control Center platform makes it easy to launch and manage your IoT solutions worldwide. Control Center is an automated connectivity management platform that delivers the visibility and agility you need, regardless of your business size or the complexity of your solutions. Accelerate your IoT success with Control Center, now available with advanced, a-la-carte, and premium services to meet your IoT needs.

**Features and benefits:**

- **Multi-layered security:** Protective, multi-layered IoT security to identify issues and safeguard your data, devices, and IT systems.
- **Enhanced security & scalability provided by AT&T NetBond® for Cloud:** Enables you to connect to the Control Center via a private network experience and network security extended to multiple cloud solutions.
- **Service reliability:** Diagnostics, analytics, and alerts allow you to respond to unusual behavior, monitor and optimize performance, and more.
- **Usage monitoring:** Get alerts and notifications to help you stay on top of costs. Cost monitoring in near real-time within the billing cycle can help eliminate unexpected spend.
- **Powered by Cisco Jasper**
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**Control Center**

**The Control Center automated connectivity management platform puts YOU in control of your IoT solutions.**

**Enjoy near real-time control over your IoT devices worldwide**

Managing the connectivity of your devices gives you the power to monitor and influence performance, revenue growth, total cost of ownership, and customer experiences to transform your business. When connectivity management is automated, the benefits multiply exponentially, enabling business results to do the same. Control Center helps deploy, manage, and monetize your IoT business, offering you near real-time visibility, diagnostics, set-and-forget automation, provisioning, cost management, and more.

- Enterprise-grade service reliability with low operational costs.
- Streamline your operations and eliminate unplanned expense.
- Rapidly scale.
- Better secure customer data, connected devices, and IT systems.
- YOU are in control.

**Enhanced security & scalability provided by AT&T NetBond® for Cloud**

**AUTOMATION**
Set-and-forget automation of entire IoT service lifecycle

**DIAGNOSTICS**
Real-time network intelligence and diagnostics to restore performance

**GLOBAL**
Supports your business and internal teams, virtually anywhere in the world
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AT&T Control Center is configurable for a broad range of industries.

Choose your services

Your IoT services are unique, and so are your business objectives. Control Center is designed to meet your needs based on your industry, size, complexity, and stage of IoT adoption, giving you the flexibility and tools necessary to drive real business results.

Control Center makes it easy to manage connectivity for your IoT devices so you can run reliable, highly secure connected services at the lowest cost.

Control Center – Advanced combines the benefits of Control Center with additional functionality to accelerate meaningful business transformation and growth. If your company is ready to take your IoT business to the next level, with large-scale or more sophisticated implementations, Control Center – Advanced offers additional security features, analytics and automation rules to increase ROI, and more.

Premium services are designed to work with Control Center to provide IoT innovators with enhanced capabilities like traffic segmentation and advanced security solutions. Manage analytics and security “in-portal” and in near real time with premium services.
## AT&T Internet of Things Control Center

### AT&T Control Center
- Two-Factor Authentication
- User Audit Trail

### AT&T Control Center – Advanced
- IMEI Whitelisting
- Secure SIM
- IP Authentication
- SMS Whitelisting
- Voice Whitelisting
- Split Tunnel APN

### A-La-Carte Services
- Service Analytics
- Usage Analytics
- Stream ID
- Traffic Segmentation

### Premium Services
- Standard Automation
- Advanced Automation Rules
- Pricing Automation
- Session Start/Stop
- Customer Hosted Radius
- URL Filtering

### AT&T network
The AT&T network supports integrated systems with a single, highly secure network with nationwide service and redundancies. Take advantage of our progressive and ever-improving network to drive innovation for your business.

Learn more about what AT&T Control Center can do for your business.
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